Shower System Testimonials
(These testimonials are not endorsed by Nikken. They are from people like you and me. We make NO MEDICAL CLAIMS -and we do not claim to heal or cure)
We have used the PiMag Shower. We have noticed a marked decrease in dry/flaky skin including of the scalp. The same results with
our dogs. Our hair has more body and requires much less shampoo to create lather. I have also attached another PiMag Shower head to
my garden hose. My plants are very thankful as they are full of blooms and my tomatoes are the sweetest we have ever had!
Cindy DeWitt
------------------------------------------------------------------------I have been using the shower systems since Nikken started selling them. It is great to have the chlorine removed and that made a big
difference with my hair. I love the new PiMag system. The biggest thing that I notice is my skin no longer itches. My hair is healthy
and thick, but I use our Swiss SoFlower cleanser for shampoo, and take most of the bio-directed nutritionals.
Elaine
------------------------------------------------------------------------My beautician noticed my hair looks and feels healthier since I started using the shower system.
------------------------------------------------------------------------I wash my hair while in the shower using the Nikken shower system, I find my hair is softer and has more body.
------------------------------------------------------------------------I have experience with the Nikken PiMag shower system. The water feels very soft and comforting. I have noticed that when I rinse
my hair, what is left of my hair, it feels softer. My future son-in-law took a shower with the system and wanted to buy one right then.
My skin feels better, and softer with the PiMag shower system.
Hank Rutland, R.Ph.
------------------------------------------------------------------------Primary among the wonderful effects of the PiMag Shower system is that it removes harmful chemicals from the shower, (e.g.,
Chlorine and other VOCs) thereby keeping us from breathing the chemical laced steam and absorbing these things through our largest
organ, the skin. This keeps further damage from happening to the surface of the skin. Since hair is classified as skin, then hair would
also benefit. One of the qualities that PiMag shower water has, is being a better solvent, by virtue of the softness of smaller globules
created by the magnet. This means it cleans better and therefore leaves the skin and hair in a softer, cleaner state. Another of the
attributes of this shower system is that it is a peaceful experience. It just makes you feel good!
Dr. Tom
------------------------------------------------------------------------We have a consultant whose hairdresser signed up because she noticed the phenomenal difference in her hair! The only thing she was
doing at the time was using the shower system.
Lucy
------------------------------------------------------------------------The shower has become my second favorite product after the sleep system. Daily I say "I love this shower". On a normal day it is great
just to wake up to. It WILL energize you and make you feel great physically, not just your skin and hair. If you have had a long day,
or have worked out hard and are tired, take a shower and you will be amazed!! The health beni's of showering in filtered water are too
numerous to mention here. But this shower WILL amaze you! Did I mention that I like the shower?
Brian Rowland D.C.

------------------------------------------------------------------------I have found tremendous success with the shower system. I sold it to a friend who was complaining of green hair. She installed the
showerhead, washed her hair and was thrilled. Her husband came home that evening and commented immediately on her hair. He said
it was shining and looked beautiful. She told him about the shower head and PiMag water. This is a bit like a soap opera for the whole
family feels better. She claims her skin is softer and now she runs upstairs to fill her water jugs from the showerhead. She feels lots
better drinking PiMag water! I use the shower system as well and feel wonderful; my skin glows, so she says, as well as my hair! In
fact that was why she bought it for she could see the difference in my appearance.
Cris Hudson
---------------------------------------------------------------I have had terrific results with Psoriasis with the PiMag water - both home system and showerhead. If I wasn't convinced 100% at
first, I have further proof as we decided to see just how long you could stretch a filter system before changing it. My psoriasis flared
up out of control and then we changed the filters - Bingo, I am better with new filters. I don't know how exactly or why but I had spent
$1,000.00's of dollars on the problem before Nikken!
Sheri, ER Nurse
---------------------------------------------------------------Thought those of you who are concerned about hair care, the May 2003 issue of Elle Magazine has an article in the Beauty News
section about the Nikken PiMag Shower System, which may be of interest. "Lately, we've been flooded with testimonials from beauty
editors and other insiders on a mysterious showerhead said to make hair softer and fuller. The Nikken PiMag Shower System, which
can be installed in any shower, filters out chlorine, lead, iron oxides, and other sediments that leave dulling deposits on the hair. The
Japanese company developed the technology based on over 20 years of research on the benefits off filtration, and the results - seen on
devoted users - speak for themselves. "If this gadget removes the minerals that have a dulling effect on hair, one might certainly notice
an increase in shine and hydration, especially if you have mineral-rich hard water to begin with," says David Herschthal, MD, an
associate professor of dermatology at the University of Miami. If you can blame your bad hair days on mineral buildup, call your local
water utility or visit http://www.awa.org/">www.awa.org." Those of you who are Nikken Independent Wellness Consultants know
about the benefits of the PiMag Shower System. Besides the benefits mentioned in the article, filtering the chlorine from the shower
water benefits for your body's health! The toxic chemical is not converted into a vapor that can affect your respiratory system and also
can be absorbed through the surface area of your skin. The water is naturally "softened" by the magnet in the shower head. The water
is passed through the magnet that breaks down the molecular structure of water into smaller clusters, which "softens" the water.
---------------------------------------------------------------We have had amazing results with all our in house and outside plants. We attached a Nikken PiMag shower head to a PVC pipe and
attach it to a hose for outdoor watering. When we replace our indoor shower filter we move it into the outdoor one. Try this to see
results for yourself and take pictures to show prospects: Buy some parsley (anything will work) and put ½ in two different glasses or
vases. Fill one with PiMag water and one with tap water. Always change both at the same time every other day or so. At about two
weeks the one watered with tap water will be yellow and looking pretty bad. The PiMag water one will continue to thrive. It you take
pictures at the beginning and at the end it is fun to show them to people and ask: "Which water would you rather drink?"
Brian
---------------------------------------------------------------My teenage daughter has suffered from breakouts on her back, and on her face. Over the past several months she has been taking the
antioxidant, and the FOS and Fiber with some success. About a week ago, we installed The PiMag Shower Head in her bathroom, and
WOW! It's made all the difference. It's virtually all cleared up. An additional bonus is her hair is shiny and healthier looking.
Barb
---------------------------------------------------------------Most of us do not know it, but the shower head has a water restrictor inside the neck. So some people have experienced slow water
flow. I believe it has been put there to meet certain standards set by various states and the federal government. One and half years ago
I took mine out. The shower head has shown NO ill effects from it being removed. My filters still last for 6 months as well. I have the
best water AND the best water pressure I have ever had. For those of you who do not use the shower head for this reason - try the

following: unscrew the neck from the filter portion of the head. Then look into the neck of the shower head, there you will see what
looks like 2 black washers. The large one is indeed a washer and needs to stay in. However, the small one is the water restrictor. You
can either just take out the small black water restrictor OR the whole thing that is holding the restrictor in. In either case, you have
removed your problem and your shower head will produce the kind of water pressure you want and need.
I keep at least 2 shower heads out on loan for 3 or 4 days at a time, call them midway through their using it and picking it up on the
scheduled day. I have done this constantly for 4 months without any gaps and only one person has not noticed a difference and that is
the only one who did not buy at least one shower head. (By the way, I have gotten more referrals from this than anything else. As a
result by the end of Feb. '04, I will have 5 shower heads constantly out on loan.) This has also been directly responsible for recruiting
3 new WCs. Try it and see what happens.
Bruce Nuckols
---------------------------------------------------------------The PiMag Vitalizing Shower with Vitamin C ----Oh My! I have to be honest - - I was VERY dubious that the water could feel any
better than the existing PiMag shower. I hooked it up to my shower – I put the old shower head that came with my house onto the unit,
because it will be an accurate display for people seeing my wellness home. They won’t think they need to purchase an extra
component, etc. Turned on the shower – what fantastic water pressure! It was wonderful! Then, I stepped under, and I was so
amazed….what a difference! The Vitamin C neutralizes the effect of chlorine, so it’s smoother than ever…PLUS the Optimized effect
from the rotor is absolutely to DIE FOR. My hair and skin feel silky smooth. I washed my face in the water, and it glowed for hours.
Did anyone ever see the Seinfeld episode where Kramer decides he’ll spend all day in the shower and he talks on the phone and
washes his vegetables in the shower? I’m telling you, it was a tempting thought! I’ve started taking extra showers just for fun!!
The PiMag Vitalizing Shower with Vitamin C has:
-Advanced Filtration to clean the water
-Vitamin C to counteract the effects of chlorine, and promote healthy skin & hair.
-Pi Ceramics
-Far Infrared
-Magnets
-Negative Ions!
-Vortex Rotor to OPTIMIZE YOUR SHOWER!
-For Any Shower
Ellen Manuel
---------------------------------------------------------------PiMag Vitalizing Shower with Vitamin C - Adding vitamins to your shower water is a natural way to make a better shower
experience. The Nikken PiMag Vitalizing Shower can transform the water you shower in. Advanced filtration helps clean the water.
Pi ceramics and Far-Infrared Technology produce "the water of life." Negative ions are added through Nikken Ionic Technology.
Vitamin C neutralizes chlorine without using harsh chemicals. The vitamin C also helps to condition the water. A vortex rotor and a
1200 gauss magnet complete the process. The PiMag Vitalizing Shower attaches to plumbing and any standards showerhead. Take a
vitalizing shower and you'll feel the difference.
Kathie Zier
--------------------------------------------The PiMag Vitalizing Shower with Vitamin C ----Oh My! I have to be honest - - I was VERY dubious that the water could feel any
better than the existing PiMag shower. I hooked it up to my shower – I put the old shower head that came with my house onto the unit,
because it will be an accurate display for people seeing my wellness home. They won’t think they need to purchase an extra
component, etc. Turned on the shower – what fantastic water pressure! It was wonderful! Then, I stepped under, and I was so
amazed….what a difference!
The Vitamin C neutralizes the effect of chlorine, so it’s smoother than ever…PLUS the optimized effect from the rotor is absolutely to
DIE FOR. My hair and skin feel silky smooth. I washed my face in the water, and it glowed for hours. Did anyone ever see the
Seinfeld episode where Kramer decides he’ll spend all day in the shower and he talks on the phone and washes his vegetables in the
shower? I’m telling you, it was a tempting thought! I’ve started taking extra showers just for fun!!
TWO units come in a box for just $139 wholesale – what a bargain! Almost everyone has 2 showers, so this is going to be super
popular! In today’s launch pak, the 2 shower units are an ADDITIONAL 20% below wholesale!

The PiMag Vitalizing Shower with Vitamin C has:
-Advanced Filtration to clean the water
-Vitamin C to counteract the effects of chlorine, and promote healthy skin & hair.
-Pi Ceramics
-Far Infrared
-Magnets
-Negative Ions!
-Vortex Rotor to OPTIMIZE YOUR SHOWER!
-For Any Shower
---------------------------------------------------------------Ruth and I just installed the new Nikken Shower unit inline with our hand help shower in our motor home and are now using it. We
like the extra filtering, the magnetized water (seems smoother, perhaps softer), the Pi elements being added and now... the Vitamin C
being added to the largest organ of our body, our skin. Now... here is some new information you may also benefit from:
Vitamin C builds strong bodies; but does it build strong bodies of water?
Utilities that provide safe drinking water to their customers typically are required to maintain adequate chlorine level within the
distribution system to minimize conditions that support pathogenic organisms. It could be argued that chlorination of drinking water
has saved more lives than penicillin, and so the practice of chlorination is a practical matter.
However, chlorine is toxic to
aquatic life, even at levels that cannot be accurately detected in the field (0.01 mg/L). The disinfection of new water mains or tanks
particularly poses an increased risk to aquatic life because of the high chlorine levels necessary to chlorinate these water-holding
vessels. How can water utilities better manage the pros and cons of water chlorination?
Utilities that chlorinate their water and routinely flush their systems may have a new problem to solve. Even when nearby bodies of
water do not contain fish, the U.S. Clean Water Act requirements usually still apply.
Dechlorination with a reducing chemical such as sodium thiosulfate, sodium bisulfate, or sodium sulfite is common practice requiring
caution and experience to properly neutralize chlorinated water. Care should be taken, as too much of some reagents can reduce
oxygen levels or otherwise be harmful to fish. Because by-products associated with these chemicals are not commonly know, it is
important to apply the dechlorinating agent in amounts that fully carry out the oxidation reaction without leaving excess that might
adversely affect the environment.
The choice of vitamin C to neutralize Chlorine is a logical option, as it is an essential vitamin for healthy fish. While eliminating
chlorine, the excess vitamin C provides some protection against diseases by enhancing fish immune systems.
Vitamin C neutralizes both chlorine and chloramines. Oxygen levels normally remains unchanged during the dechlorination process. It
appears that using vitamin C could someday replace the practice of using sulphur-based compounds. Field applications verify that
vitamin C reduces far more chlorine than an equal weight of sulphur-based compounds. Vitamin C comes as a granular powder,
which mixes easily with water. Vitamin C has been used in this way to neutralize the harmful effects of chlorine since the late 1980's.
Information source:
Dechlorination - Vitamin C
by Mike Hill
---------------------------------------------------------------I have had dry skin behind my left ear for 3 or 4 years. It itched and scaled up and left a bump. Sometimes it would bleed. Very
annoying. I felt like an old dog with mange. I purchased the new shower head and within 3 showers the itching and scale were nearly
all gone.
Donald Thompson
---------------------------------------------------------------Here are my notes from Nikken conference call 4/26/06; Dave Balzer (Product Quality Specialist) on new PiMag Ultra Shower
System
Dave was intimately involved in the design and production development. It not only more than answers all the challenges in water but
does it in an elegant way - clean, simple, high-tech design which is reliable, safe and long lasting.

Addresses chlorine: uses zinc catalyst mix to affect an oxidation reduction reaction (redox process). Combines free chlorine with zinc
metal to create zinc chloride which is nontoxic and benign. Zinc chloride is the active ingredient in most sun screens, it is friendly to
the skin, bounces off hair and skin and goes down the drain and does not contaminate the environment.
Other filtration medium KDF address iron, hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg smell), heavy metals and some organic compounds. Pi
ceramic elements produce "the water of life." 2 magnets - one at the inlet and one at the outlet. De-clustering at the beginning to make
filtration easier and again at outflow to make soaps and shampoos more effective.
Was sent to NSF (independent testing body) and Nikken commissioned them to test the PiMag Ultra Shower System. Not only
validated the chlorine reduction but did stability testing - 10,000 high pressure burst tests to make sure housing is stable. NSF rated
service life at 6000 gallons (family of 4 taking 8-10 minute showers will last 6 months). Testing was continued beyond 6,000 gallons
and at 15,000 gallons the filter was still reducing 80% of chlorine. Nikken says 80% is not good enough and went with the 6,000
gallon rating.
Every component is "green": plastics are recyclable, materials in the filter are safe and nontoxic and won't contaminate landfills.
Shower head - spray nozzle - is sate of the art -- has some unique patented features. Is selectable, conserves water, has a pure mist
spray feature in the center which is great for deep pore cleansing. (Water reduction component can be removed.)
Susan Barnwell
---------------------------------------------------------------I used to have Psoriasis on my elbows. We started using the shower system at the time it got introduced many years ago. Within a few
weeks my psoriasis disappeared. However, it came back after about a year. My husband suggested that maybe it was time to change
the filter. Sure enough, within a few weeks the psoriasis was gone again. This has repeated itself two more times ... what a
confirmation about the effect of the Nikken PiMag shower water!
Truus

